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A Semantic Analysis of the Visual Tradition of Words of Mental Activities 
              Examining Semiosis in Crosscultural Linguistics as a Diachronic Process of Implementation
                                               of New Meanings in Mental Ideological Concepts 

- Abstract -
This article focuses on different forms of visuality we use to indicate quite different semiotic areas in languages. We will trace back in a diachronical study the changes of meanings of verbs in different languages that represent the meaning 'seeing' as an activity. From the basic meaning 'seeing' derive new meanings for other activities, when the root forms a verb in another language. The majority of the new meanings are from a areas of interpersonal cognitive activities, other sensual activities, and active (non-interpersonal) activities. We can conclude from the shifts of the meanings in the material that the creation of meanings depends on the change of languages as units and is directed. A language distinguishes itself from another related language, since it can implement a word of a former language and alter the meaning of the word. Since all findings in different language famities have the same kind of newly built meanings, we conclude that a general linguistic principle is here the directed semantic field from activities of simple actions of perception to complex activites. Languages tend to borrow the lexical items of other languages as the material for new meanings instead of the ad hoc creation of words for the meanings. We argue from an anthropological perspective, that visuality and cognitive activity are connected with each other and that the sense of visuality serves (more than other senses) for cognitive human capabilities. The unique visual linguistic settings of a language are the structural ideological background for the formation of meanings in a new language.


I    State of Research
     Research Positions on Visuality and on Terminology and the Semiotic Approach
With the expression ‘visual turn’ the state of the art in science of the 21st century reflects that the general perspective of sciences and human worldview shifted from the literal means to visual means. According to Mirzoeff, visuality has become a “keyword for the field of visual culture. However, while many assume that it is a postmodern theoretical term, the word was coined by the Scottish historian Thomas Carlyle in his lectures On Heroes (1841).” From here “the contradictory source of the resonance of 'visuality' as a keyword for visual culture as both a mode of representing imperial culture and a means of resisting it by means of reverse appropriation.” (Mirzoeff 53). Natahrius focused on the process of transferring literal information to visual information, when stating that “the role of visual perception in media literacy is paramount in understanding the shift from a linear perceptual process (literacy) to a holistic perceptual process (visuality) by which almost all information is now transmitted through the visual forms of mass media: television, film, and the Internet The media-literate individual must be educated in the processes of visual perception and how the media use the visual channels to transmit, and often distort, information. The media-literate person understands the meaning of the primary axiom of visual communication-The more we know the more we see-as well as the next most important axiom: What is not seen is as important as what is seen.” (Natahrius 238). Kjeldsen asserts that also the ancient rhetoric is “a visual discipline, an art imbued with visuality and discusses the importance of ancient rhetoric as a general art of persuasion. Analysis of views of author Gorgias on the importance of visuality in ancient rhetoric.” (Kjeldsen 133). An example of a phraseology of a profession, which has its own working terminology, was described by Hibbitts. Hibbitts examining the sensual categories of legal issues from a non-legal perspective gave examples for the creation of a visual metaphorical languages: ‘While American legal discourse has embraced a range of figurative expressions evoking all sorts of sensory experience, it has long favored visual metaphors. We frequently consider law as a matter of looking: we ‘observe’ it; we evaluate claims ‘in the eye of the law’; our high courts ‘review’ the decisions of inferior tribunals. Alternatively, we speak of law as something one would usually look at: it is a ‘body,’ a ‘text,’ a ‘structure,’ a ‘bulwark of freedom,’ a ‘seamless web,’ and even a ‘magic mirror.’ We identify particular legal concepts with striking visual images: property rights are a ‘bundle of sticks’; a long-standing constitutional principle is a ‘fixed star’; a sequence of ownership is a ‘chain of title.’’ (Hibbitts).  For Hibbitts “the new legal literature's metaphorical emphasis on the complementary exercises of speaking and listening simultaneously reflects and fosters a tendency to regard law, rights, legal reasoning, legal writing, legal language, legal doctrine, judicial review, constitutional federalism, the judicial process, and the attorney-client relation as so many forms of ‘rhetoric,’ ‘discourse,’ ‘storytelling,’ ‘talk,’ ‘dialogue,’ or ‘conversation.’ Ultimately, the interplay of multiple voices in multiple settings is supposed to produce a legal pluralism that some have lyrically termed ‘polyphony’. (Hibbitts).” Landsbergen used a Dutch verb, ‘krijgen’, for a diachronic perspective of the word is analyzed by looking at the word's history and present-day uses based upon text corpora covering text from high medieval time to the late 20th century with examples of grammaticalization and polysemy in different linguistic contexts or constructions of the same word (Landsbergen 150). 

When sensual experiences like visual sensual experiences are described in language, from a semiotic perspective we have the classical relation between a sign system, the language, and the signified. According to Game and Metcalfe, “in Camera Lucida, Barthes makes a distinction between a semiological approach and a phenomenological approach to the sign. While semiotic theory has usually focused on signs that work through mediation and representation, in this article we investigate the possibility of a sign that is immediate, experienced as a presence. This is not a sign of, or even the impossibility of a sign of; rather, it is a sign that just is, without an elsewhere to refer or defer to.” (Game and Metcalfe 493). Ungar wrote that “as a phenomenon of discourse and thus one of language, utterance and communication, visuality is grounded in - but identical to - the physical phenomena.” (Ungar 309). De Bolla expressed the axiom that “visuality encompasses social and cultural productions and practices.” (De Bolla 65). Visual semiotics is concerned with the kinds of meaning conveyed by means of the visual senses. Many types of semiosis are visual and also conveyed by other senses. Linguistics per se refers to both the visual and acoustic sense (phonetics). Sonesson wrote: “If we take semiotics to be something more than a cover term for a series of traditional endeavours, like art history, the history of literature, and so on, we can reasonably claim that, like linguistics, it must be a nomothetic science, which, just like linguistics, but contrary to the natural sciences and the social sciences, is concerned with qualities, rather than quantities.” (Sonesson). Sonesson wrote about the icon: “It will be noted then that a pure icon is thus not a sign, as the latter term is commonly understood (although Peirce will sometimes state the contrary). At first, it may seem that, although the icon is not a socially instituted sign, i.e. not something which is accepted by a community of sign uses, it could at least, for a short time span, become a sign to a single observer. But even this is contrary to the very conditions described by Peirce: he specifically refers to the case in which the sign loses its sign character, when it is not seen as a sign but is confused with reality itself (which could actually happen when looking at a picture through an key-hole with a single eye), when, as Piaget would have said, there is no differentiation between expression and content (cf. index).” (Sonesson). Rajeshwar discussed as “translocation” the usage of different terminology across the boundaries of various disciplines and demonstrated the shift from one field of specialisation to another one (Rajeshwar 3). Castellví mentioned that “during the past decade, the theory of terminology has been a subject of debate in various circles.” (Castellví 163). Grabar and Zweigenbaum mentioned that “terminology structuring has been the subject of much work in the context of terms extracted from corpora: given a set of terms, obtained from an existing resource or extracted from a corpus, it consists in identifying hierarchical (or other types of) relations between these terms.” (Grabar and Zweigenbaum 23). With the keyword “terminology creation” Zarnikhi examined the role of terminology activities in scientific progress taking the example of the terminology of physics in the Farsi language. (Zarnikhi 293). Boye and Harder in the abstract of the paper Encoded Secondariness: A Usage-based Theory of Grammaticalization and Grammatical Status mentioned that "by describing how grammatical items develop out of lexical sources, grammaticalization research has shown that an absolute distinction between lexicon and grammar cannot be maintained. In this respect grammaticalization research constitutes a challenge to mainstream generative linguistics (as acknowledged by Roberts and Rousseau 2003), especially if a unitary pathway can be established from lexicon to grammar. (...) From a cognitive and functional point of view, it would therefore be desirable with a theory that establishes a non-absolute but motivated distinction between lexical and grammatical elements in language (...). In that case, the term grammaticalization can be given a motivated definition as covering all processes that bring grammatical elements into being, and it is not a problem that processes like bleaching and phonological reduction also occur in other contexts." (Boye and Harder).

Considering the production of words as meaning-bearing entities for phenomena as a semiotic process, we have here a semiotic relation between the sign and the signified. The sign has a meaning. Words as signs can change their meaning. The semiotic approach in this study is refering to the fact that the words we examine are representatives of different levels of visuality as a cultural phenomenon we can examine in linguistic settings. Semiotics comprises sign processes, signification, and communication of signs, and sign systems. Within such signs systems the study of constructed meaning and its understanding is studied in semiotics. Semiotic has three branches:

           Semantics:      Relation between signs and things 
                                  Also the rhetorical relation between words (verba) and things 
                                  (res) belongs to semantics   
           Syntactics:      Relation of signs to each other
           Pragmatics:     Relation of applied signs to their impacts on users 
                                  (General Semantics) 

From the perspective we approach the phenomenon of words creating meanings, we will demonstrate that the meanings change (semantics), when a significant change of the unity of users from one language to another language (pragmatics) and a change of the linguistic structure of the word occurs, which also affects the syntactical constellation of the word in the compound with other words. The process of establishing new meanings is directed. It has similarities in the different cases we study. The new meanings refer to one category. The rhetorical options that visual phenomena offer in order to be effective means of persuasion can be examplified by the rhetorical figures and terminology that deals exclusively with the transfer from the medium speech/written words to the imitation of the medium visuality in the same media. From the perspective of the rhetorical system, the rhetorical terminology and the functions of the related terms only offer quasi-visual effects in order to persuade with effects of authenticity that are based upon the directness of the visual experience compared to the secondary authority of the written word. The grammaticalisation of language is per se a semiotic practice giving meanings to structural elements of the language regardless of their appearance on the surface. These meanings refer to a grammatical system and were relatively constantly handled in the tradition of grammar arising from ancient Greek culture. Especially syntax is here the sub-discipline dealing with the connections of linguistic meanings drawn from rules of their orders in sentences of a specific language. The basic assumption is that any utterance of a language can be devided into several elements with a relatively stable order (syntax).


II     Case Studies of Actions of Visuality and Connotated Meanings in Different Language Families
The linguistic material used here is taken from the database The Tower of Babel. An Etymological Database Project initiated by Sergei Starostin. We examine the verb 'to see' in different language families selecting cases where we can show how the basic meaning is added or exchanged by another meaning when the word is transferred into another language, while the root stays the same. Ungar wrote that “as a phenomenon of discourse and thus one of language, utterance and communication, visuality is grounded in - but identical to - the physical phenomena.” Tracing back different meanings for visuality we find different meanings depending on the cultural background. 


1.     Visuality and its Semantic Field in Different Languages Families
1.1.  Afro-Asiatic Etymology of Visual Actions
Three Proto-Afro-Asiatic roots have the meanings 'see' and 'know'. In different Afro-Asiatic languages the meaning changes to intellectual activities. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *bar- has both meanings 'see' and 'know'. Semitic *bVrVy- means 'see' and 'examine'. Egyptian br means 'see'. Central Chadic *bur- has the meanings 'think', 'consuder', and 'remember'. Saho-Afar *bar- means 'learn'. Low East Cushitic *bar- also means 'learn'. Dahalo (Sanye) ḅar- means 'know'. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *bVḳ/k- has the meanings 'look' and 'see'. Semitic *bVḳ- means 'examine', 'observe', 'look at', 'search', 'investigate', and 'find out'. Egyptian bak means 'see' and 'notice'. Western Chadic *bVḳ- has the meanings 'looking after', 'tending carefully' and 'look for'. Low East Cushitic *beḳ/k- means 'observe' and 'know'. High East Cushitic *bek means 'know'. Omotic *baḳ-/*beḳ- means 'see' and 'know'. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *ʔVḥVs- has the meanings 'know' and 'see'. Semitic *ʔVḥi/uS- means 'feel' and 'know'. Central Chadic *ʔus- means 'look'. East Chadic *ʔas- means 'know' and 'see'. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *ʕaḳ/k- has the meanings 'know' and 'see'. Egyptian ʕk means 'learn'. Central Cushitic (Agaw) *ʔaḳ- means 'see' and 'know'. Low East Cushitic *ak- means 'know' and 'see'. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *ʕarVḳ- has the meanings 'see' and 'understand'. Egyptian ʕrḳ means 'understand'. Central Cushitic (Agaw) *ʔ/ʕariḳ- has the meanings 'understand' and 'know'. 'Low East Cushitic *ʔarVk- means 'see'. An interesting case is the following root; here in one language the meaning changes to 'learn'. The Proto-Afro-Asiatic roots *naʔ-/*naw-/*nay- have the meaning 'see'. Berber *(H)innay- means 'see'. Egyptian nw means 'see'. Western Chadic *naH- means 'see', Central Chadic *nV- means 'see' and Low East Cushitic *nay- means 'learn'. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *ḳaʔ- means 'see'. Other roots do not extend their meanings beyond visual activity. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *riʔ- has the meanings 'eye' and 'see'. Semitic *rVʔVy- means 'see'. Western Chadic *riH- is 'eye'. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *ḳVwal- has the meanings 'look' and 'see'. Semitic *mVḳul- and Berber *ḳVl- means 'look'. East Chadic *kal- means 'see'. Central Cushitic (Agaw) *ḳwal- means 'look' and 'see'. Low East Cushitic *ḳolal- means 'see'. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *č̣ar- has the meanings 'look' and 'see'. Semitic nVṭ_ar- means 'guard' and 'look'. Berber *c̣Vr- means 'see' and 'look'. Western Chadic *č̣ar- means 'guard'. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *giʔ- has the meanings 'see' and 'look'. Egyptian ggw means 'look'. Western Chadic *giʔ- means 'look' and 'stare at'. Central Chadic *gVH- means 'see' and 'look for'. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *ʕim- has the meanings 'know' and 'see'. East Chadic *hum means simply 'see'. In the African languages we find the basic connotation of seeing and understanding as activity of knowing.

1.2.   Indo-European Etymology of Visual Actions
Meanings from Indo-European roots in Indo-European Languages do not connote the action of seeing with cognitive or intellectual activities of the mind. Proto- Indo-European *okʷ- , Tokharian ak and ek, and Old Indian ákṣi means 'eye'. Kṣaṇa- ákṣi is 'instant', 'twinkling of an eye'; prátīka- ákṣi is 'exterior', 'surface', ánīka-ákṣi comprises 'face', 'appearance', 'front'. Avestan aši are both eyes. Armenian akn is 'eye', 'opening', 'hole’. In Old Greek ósse are 'both eyes'. Ophthalmos is the eye. Ossomai means '(visually) see' and 'know in advance'. The Perfect ópōpa means 'I watch', 'I recognize, and 'I face'. Opōpǟ́ means 'view', 'visual recognition', 'apple of the eye'. In Old Greek there is no direct connection between seeing and understanding. After the action of seeing an intellectual recognition is describes with the verb in the past tense. Proto-Indo-European *lĀ̆g-has the meanings 'look' and 'see'. Tokharian läk means 'see', 'look at', while Old Indian lakṣate means 'perceive', and 'observe'; lakṣám means 'mark', 'sign', and 'token'. Derivates are Tokharian läk- 'see', 'look at', Old Indian lakṣate 'perceive', 'observe'; lakṣá- 'mark', 'sign', 'token', Baltic *lan^g-a-, Germanic *lōk-ō-, Celtic *lagat- 'eye'. Proto- Indo-European *las- has the meanings 'shine' and 'look'. Old Indian lasati means 'shine', 'flash', and 'glitter'. Old Greek láō means 'see'. Proto-Indo-European *lewǝk- has the meaning 'look'. Tokharian lk-, lyk means 'see', Old Indian lokate, locate means 'see' and 'perceive', locana- means 'eye'. Old Greek léu̯ssō means 'see clearly', 'look', and 'watch'. Derivates are Slavic *lūčī́tī, Baltic *lau^k- (-ja-), and Celtic *luk. Proto-Indo-European *stilp- has the meanings 'shine' and 'look'. Old Greek stílbō means 'shine' and 'blink'. Stílbǟ is 'lamp'. Derivates are Baltic *stil̃b-, Celtic *still-, and Cymr cyllu 'look at'. Proto-Indo-European *sekʷ- means 'see' and 'notice'. Proto-Indo-European *(s)kawǝ-/-o- has the meanings 'see', ' hear', and 'smell'. Old Indian kaví- has the meanings 'wise', 'knowing', 'skilful', 'thinker', 'wise man', and 'poet'. Kava- is 'miserly', ākuvate is 'intend', ā́kūta is an intention or wish. Middle Persian škōh and New Persian šikōh, šukōh stand for majesty and dignity. Armenian chuchanem means 'let show' or 'show'. Choych is showing. Old Greek koéō stands for 'notice', 'recognize', 'hear’. Akóuō means 'hear', 'listen to', and 'obey'. Akoǟ́ is 'ear' and 'knowledge'. Derivates are Slavic *čū́ti, Baltic *skaud=, Germanic *xáu-s-ia-, and Latin caveō 'be cautious' and 'assist' and cautus for 'careful'. Proto-Indo-European *(e)weide- has the meanings 'look', ‘see', 'look for'. Only in Old Indian it gets an intellectual meaning. Derived are Old Indian vindáti and vitté for 'find' and 'discover'. Avestan aiwi-vīsǝm means 'I have recognized', paiti-vīsǝm 'I was aware of'. Old Greek éidomai means 'appear' and 'look like'. Eidos means 'species', 'form', 'quality', and 'genre', and 'state'. Eidōlon is used for 'Gestalt', 'image', and 'idol'. Indállomai means 'appear', 'show up', 'be identical'. Latin videō means 'see', 'watch', and 'face'. The Greek term idea (eidon) was a sophistic expression for speech style. We can trace this category back to Plato, but sophists employed this term for the style of speech; many books about this topic are entitled About Ideas. Schemata are speech figures, and the idea indicated the type of speech that indicated how figures should be used. Aelius Harpocration was a sophist who wrote On Types of Style (Περὶ ἰδεῶν). (Tower of Babel). Greek idea was the expression for values for speech styles. According to Liddell and Scott, idea was used as descriptions of a form by Pindar and Aristotle. It meant the look of a thing opposed to its reality or a kind, sort, or nature in Herodotus’ work. In Platonic writings eidos was used for a types, class, kind, sort, or species. As a Greek word idea was used by Cicero and also in the Latin language Seneca used this term. (Sen. Ep. 58 med.) Especially in rhetoric idea was a literary form employed since the time of Isocrates. According to Liddell and Scott, as a term for the style of a writer or speaker in expressions like ‘Platoic style’or ‘style of Demosthenes’, it was used in the time of Hermogenes by Syrianus in his commentary of Hermogenes’work (A Greek-English Lexicon). Old Greek éidomai means 'appear', 'look like'. Deriverates exist in Slavic, Baltic, Germanic, Latin with videō comprising 'see', 'watch', 'face' and vīsō for 'visit', 'proof''. Greek idea (eidon) was used as the expression for speech style. We can trace this category beack to Plato as the abstract concept for ideas. Actually, the sophists employed this term for the style of speech, since many works of this topic are entitled About Ideas or similarly. Schemata are speech figures. Harpocration, surnamed Aelius was a sophist who wrote On the Apparent Examples of Ignorance in the Orators (Περὶ τῶν δοκούντων τοῖς ῥήτορσιν ἠγνοῆσθαι), Hypotheses to the Speeches of Hyperides (Ὑποθέσεις τῶν λόγων Ὑπερίδου), On the Falsity of Herodotus’History (Περὶ τοῦ κατεψεῦσθαι τὴν Ἡροδότου ἱστορίαν), On Order in Xenophon (Περὶ τῶν παρὰ Ξενοφῶντι τάξεων), On the Art of Rhetoric (Περὶ τέχνης ῥητορικῆς), On Types of Style (Περὶ ἰδεῶν). (Suda Online). Hermogenes’Peri Ideon represents a body of literature Rutherford calls ‘idea-theory’. (Rutherford 104). The Latin word idea came into the Latin thesaurus with the Platonic concept of idea as archetype. (Sen. Ep. 58 med.). Aristotle’s On Ideas (Peri Ideon) is lost. As a Greek word it was usd by Cicero (Or. 3, 10). (A Latin Dictionary). Idea was like eidos used as a form by Pindar and Aristotle. It meant the look of a thing as opposed to its reality or a kind, sort, or nature by Herodote. In Ploatonic logic eidos was used as a a class, kind, sort, and species. (An Intermediate Greek-English Lexicon). Idea was especially in rhetoric a literary form by Isocrates, in the Poetics of Aristotle, and in the Rhetoric of Philodemus. As a term of style of a writer or speaker like the Platonic style or style of Demosthenes is was used in the time of Hermogenes; it also depicted a quality of style in the work of Hermogenes. (A Greek-English Lexicon). Hermogenes in On Style (Peri Ideon) was commonly known in late antiquity and Byzantine time used as a standard textbook in rhetorical schools separating between types (ideai) of style of clarity (sapheneia, claritas), grandeur (megethos, magnitude), beauty (kallos, pulchritudo or venustas), rapidity (gorgotes, velocitas), character (ethos, affection), sincerity (aletheia, veritas), and force (deinotes, gravitas). (Silvae Rhetoricae). Connotations with other activities of intellectual activity occur in specific verbs for specific activities related to seeing. For example Proto- Indo-European *ayǝs- has the meaning 'look for'. Derivates are Hittite isijahh- for 'indicate’and 'announce', Old Indian eṣati with the meanings 'seek’and 'search', iccháti for 'strive', 'seek for', 'desire', and 'wish', iṣyate for the actions 'be wished or liked', éṣa- for the actions 'seeking', 'act of seeking or going after', eṣá- for 'wish', 'option'; is-̣ 'seeking for'; ī̆ṣma- for 'name of Kāmadeva, god of love', Avestan išaiti for 'seek'; iš for 'searching’used as noun for 'wish', 'object of wish', and Armenian aich as 'investigation'. Proto- Indo-European *g'Ab-, *geb- has the meaning 'look after'. It changes in other languages to verbs for cognitive actions. Hittite kappuwai- means 'count’and 'think about someone or something'. Derivates are Slavic *zobotā, Baltic *geb-ē^-, and Germanic *kōp-ia- and *kap-ē-. Proto Indo-European *ghaw- has the meaning 'observe', 'look after', and 'revere'. Derivates are Slavic *govḗtī, Germanic *gaw-ē-, and Latin faveō 'be favourable'. The following root of a special visual activity is used for additional concrete actions like to protect and to save. Proto-Indo-European *tew-, *twē- has the meanings 'look after', ‘take care', and ‘save'. Old Attic Greek sō^- means 'healthy', epic saóō 'keep alive' and 'save'. Latin tuor means 'watch', 'observe', 'protect', 'save', and 'care'. Tūtor is 'protector', tūtēla is 'protection'. Celtic tūath means 'left’and 'northern'. Proto-Indo-European *derk'e- has the meaning ‘look'. Derivates are Old Indian dadárśa for 'see' and 'look', Avestan darǝs- for 'see', Old Greek dérkomai̯, for 'look at', 'look', Germanic *tárx-ia-, Celtic *derko-, and Albanian dritɛ for 'light'. The following root of the activity to look at becomes in old Greek the negative meaning of the activity of betrayal. Proto-Indo-European *g'hwelg- has the meanings 'look’and 'bewitch with the evil eye', Old Greek thélgō has the meanings 'bewitch', 'betray', and 'appease'. A special activity connoted with seeing connotes Proto- Indo-European *(e)rewǝ-, *(e)rwō- with the meanings 'trace', 'look out', and 'find out'. Ionian Old Greek ẹ̄́romai̯ means 'ask'. Proto-Indo-European *mat-(/-e-) has the meaning 'look attentively'. Old Greek matei ‘means 'look', 'visit', and 'aspire'. Derivates are Slavic *motrī́tī and Latin metus 'fear'. Vision around 1290 meant something seen in the imagination or in the supernatural. The word derived from Anglo-French visioun, Old French vision, and Latin visio as act of seeing, sight, thing seen from the past perfect stem of videre ('see'). The Proto-Indo-European base is *weid- ('know', 'see'). Sanskrit veda and Avestan vaeda means I know. 

1.3.   Semitic Roots of Visual Actions
Hieroglyphs were pictograms in stylized, coded pictures that later developed to ideograms with a specific code, and phonograms representing a sound. In the ancient Egyptian language maa () is the verb for seeing. Old Egyptian maa has the meaning 'see'. Maat () is truth, which also occurs personified as goddess with a feather on her head. Ptr () stands for 'view'. Old Egyptian bak has the meanings 'see' and 'notice'. Old Egyptian dgy has the meanings 'see’and 'look'. Old Egyptian ḫty has the meaning 'see'. Old Egyptian br (gr) has the meaning 'see'. Steps from seeing to a concrete activity we can see in a verb in Semitic languages. Proto-Semitic *ḥzy has the meaning see. Derivates are Phoenician hzy, Hebrew ḥdy/ḥzy 'see', Biblical Aramaic ḥzy, Syrian Aramaic ḥzy, Modern Aramaic ḥzy, Mandaic Aramaic hza, for this activity. Arabic ḥazā means ‘raise birds and watch them’and ḥāzin 'astrologer'. Tigre ḥäza means 'search'. Now we look at a Proto-Semitic root, which is changed to the abstract concepts of knowledge and understanding and the action of showing. Proto-Semitic *ʔVmVr- has the meaning 'see' and from the root derived several meanings including meanings for cognitive actions. Derivates are Akkadian amāru, Ugaritic ʔamr 'contemplar', and Phoenician ʔm3r. Epigraphic South Arabian Sab ʔmr means 'sign’and 'oracle', in Geʕez Ethiopian ʔammara means 'show', 'indicate', 'tell', 'make a sign', and 'make known’and ʔaʔmara 'know'. In Tigre ʔamärä means 'know' and 'understand'. Tigrai (Tigriñña) ʔammärä means 'show'. Amharic ammärä means 'show' and 'indicate'. The Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *ʔilal- has the meanings 'see' and 'look'. Western Chadic *(H)yal- and East Chadic *HiwVll- means 'see'. Central Cushitic (Agaw) *ʕalal- means 'look' and Saho-Afar *ʔilal- means 'watch' and 'look'. Low East Cushitic*ʔilal- means both 'watch' and 'look'. Dahalo (Sanye) eley- means 'know'. Proto-Afro-Asiatic *giʕur- means 'seek'. Egyptian d_ʕr means 'seek'. Central Chadic *gira- has the meanings 'look for', 'keep guard', and 'watch'. 

1.4.   Caucasian and Altaic Roots of Visual Actions
Proto-Sino-Caucasian *=amsṭE ́ has the meanings 'know’and 'see'. Derivates are North Caucasian *=amc̣E, Sino-Tibetan *siǝ̆(H), Yenisseian *ʔV(ʔ)t-, Burushaski *-jḗc-, and Basque *encun. Proto-Sino-Caucasian *dVŋV has the meaning ‘see'. Derivates are Sino-Tibetan *th(r)ɨāŋ (˜dh-) and Yenisseian *t-uŋ. Proto-Sino-Caucasian *=axgwV has the meanings 'look' and 'see'. Derivates are North Caucasian *=agwV, Sino-Tibetan *kʷēn, and Yenisseian *qo. Proto-Sino-Caucasian *=Hā́rq̇Vn has the meaning 'see'. North Caucasian *=Hārq̇_V(n), Sino-Tibetan *qēn, Burushaski *-ɣán, and Basque *ikuśi are derivates. Modern Beijing Chinese máng has the English meaning see. Modern qiú has the English meanings 'seek' and 'ask for'. Modern jiàn has the English meanings 'see', 'look at', 'see someone', 'have an audience', and 'receive in audience'. Modern Beijing Chinese reading kàn has the English meanings 'inquire', 'investigate', 'see', and 'look'. Modern Beijing Chinese reading ná and modern readings táo and mián have the English meaning 'see'. Also modern du, lián, and yù mean 'see'. Modern reading shì comprises 'see', 'look', 'show', and 'present'. Modern yè comprises the English meanings 'announce', 'go to see', and 'inspect'. Modern jìn has the English meanings 'see a superior', 'see', 'show', and 'give audience'. Here the visual activity is connoted with special cultural social activities in the social hierarchy. 


2.    Semantic Categories of the Visual
2.1. Seeing as Knowing: Identity of Perceptive and Cognitive Activity 
From the root KVRV with the meanings understand and see derived Eurasiatic *gUrV, Afroasiatic *giʕar-/*giʕur-, Sino-Caucasian ST *ghʷār 'search', and African Bantu *-gèd- 'think'. From the root HVNV with the meaning 'see’derived Eurasiatic *ʔVnjV, Afroasiatic *ʕayVn-, Sino-Caucasian *ŋāj 'look', 'stare' and *n[ɨă] probably meaning 'think', Austric *nVʔ for 'think' besides Amerind *hin and *yan for 'see', and African Bantu *-yén- 'see'. From the root CVKV with the meanings 'see' and 'know' Eurasiatic *šVḳV (*ć’w-), Afroasiatic Semituc *škħ- 'find', East Cushitic *sag-/*sog- 'predict'; Semitic *s^kw/y 'look', 'expect', Sino-Caucasian *ćV[q]V, Austric PAA *sa:k / *cɔ:k 'look for', Tai zak, Lao sok 'ask', and African Bantu *-càk- 'search for', 'desire' derive. From the root NVKV with the meanings 'be visible’and 'see', Eurasiatic *nVkV, Sino-Caucasian *năk for 'reason', 'agree', and Austric *ŋVk and Amerind *nak 'eye' and 'see' derived. From the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *ʕaḳ/k- with the meanings 'know' and 'see' derived Egyptian ʕk 'learn', Central Cushitic (Agaw) *ʔaḳ- 'see', 'know', and Low East Cushitic *ak- 'know' and 'see'. From the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *ʕarVḳ- with the meanings 'see' and 'understand' Egyptian ʕrḳ 'understand', Central Cushitic (Agaw) *ʔ/ʕariḳ- 'understand', 'know', and Low East Cushitic *ʔarVk- 'see' derived. From the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *ʔilal- with the meanings 'see' and 'look' Western Chadic *(H)yal- 'see', East Chadic *HiwVll- 'see', Central Cushitic (Agaw) *ʕalal- with the assumed meaning 'look', Saho-Afar *ʔilal- 'watch', 'look', Low East Cushitic *ʔilal- for 'watch' and 'look', and Dahalo (Sanye) ʔeley- for 'know' derived. From the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *bar- with the meanings 'see' and 'know' derived Semitic *bVrVy- 'see', 'examine', Egyptian br 'see', Central Chadic *bur- 'think', 'consuder', 'remember', Saho-Afar *bar- 'learn', Low East Cushitic *bar- 'learn', and Dahalo (Sanye) ḅar- 'know'. From the Proto-Sino-Caucasian root *=ămsṭĔ́ with the meanings 'know' and 'see' North Caucasian *=ămc̣Ĕ, Sino-Tibetan *siǝ̆(H), Yenisseian *ʔV(ʔ)t-, Burushaski *-jḗc-, and Basque *encun derived. From the root TVNV with the meaning 'see' Sino-Caucasian *dVŋV, Austric PAA *tVŋ 'see', and PAN *e(n)teŋ for 'stare' and 'look' derived. From the root HVCV with the meanings 'see' and 'perceive' Eurasiatic *ʔVwCV(HV), Afroasiatic *ʔi/uǯn- ˜ ʔi/udn-, Sino-Caucasian *=ămsṭĔ́, Austric *cVj 'ear', Amerind *isa for 'hear', and African Macro-Khoisan *c̮kVŋ for 'see' derived. From the root WVTV with the meanings 'see' and 'eye' Eurasiatic *wEdwV, Afroasiatic *ydʕ, probably Austric *tVw for 'teach' and 'guess', and Amerind *(i)to(ʔ) for 'eye' and 'see' derived. From the root HVKV with the meanings 'eye' and 'see' derived Eurasiatic *HuḲa, Afroasiatic *ʕaḳ-, Sino-Caucasian *=agwV, proably Austric *wVk for 'teach' and 'train', and Amerind *ka for 'hear'.

2.2.   Seeing as the Activity Guarding
From the root HVJV with the meanings 'see’and 'guard’derived Eurasiatic *HwVjV. From the Proto-Indo-European root *(e)weide- with the meanings 'look', 'see', 'look for’Old Indian vindáti 'find', 'discover', Avestan aiwi-vīsǝm 'has recognized', paiti-vīsǝm 'became aware of', fra vōizdūm 'recognize', Armenian egit 'he found', gtanem 'find', Old Greek éi̯domai̯ with the aorist éi̯sasthai̯ ‘appear', dia-éi̯domai̯, 'let appear', ei̯dos 'species', 'apprearance', éi̯dōlon 'image', 'icon', and 'idol' derived. 

2.3.  Verbs for Activities of Seeing and Other Sensual Perceptive Activities
From the Proto-Indoeuropean root *(s)kawǝ-/-o- with the meanings 'see', 'hear', and 'smell’Old Indian kaví- 'wise', 'knowing', 'skilful', 'thinker', 'wise man', 'poet', kava- 'miserly', ākuvate 'intend', ā́kūta 'intention', 'wish', Armenian chuchanem 'show', choych 'the show', Old Greek koéō 'notice', 'hear', akóu̯ō 'hear', and Latin caveō 'take care', cautus 'careful’derived. From the Proto-Indoeuropean root *dheyǝ-, *dhyā- with the meanings 'see' and 'notice' Old Indian dīdhīte 'perceive', 'think', 'reflect', dhīta- 'think of', 'imagine', dhyā- 'thinking', 'meditation', dhyātar- 'thinker', dhyāna- 'meditation', 'thought', dhī́- 'thought', 'religious thought', dhītí- 'thought', 'idea', 'intention', dhī́ra- 'intelligent', 'wise', dhiyasāna- 'attentive', 'mindful' derived. Other deriverates are Avestan dā(y)- 'see', paiti-dīta- 'face (v.)', dā(y)- 'seeing', 'view', 'intention', -dāman- 'intention'. New Persian dīdan 'see'. Old Greek sǟma is 'sign' and 'grave'. Albanian díturɛ, dítme is 'wisdom'. From the Proto- Indoeuropean root *lĀ̆g- with the meanings 'look' and 'see' Tokharian A, B läk- 'see', 'look at', Old Indian lakṣate 'perceive', 'observe', lakṣá- 'mark', 'sign', 'token', Old Greek logádes, Baltic *lan^g-a-, Germanic *lōk-ō-, Celtic *lagat- 'eye' derived.

2.4.	  Identity of Seeing and Cognitive Activities
From the Proto-Indoeuropean root *sekʷ- with the meanings 'see’and 'notice’Hittite sakuwa 'eyes', sakuwai- 'see', 'watch', Slavic *sočī́tī, Germanic *sixw-a-, Latin sīgnum 'sign', and Celtic *sekʷ- derived. 

2.5.	 Identity of Seeing and Looking
From the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *bVḳ/k- with the meanings 'look' and 'see' Semitic *bVḳ- 'examine', 'observe', 'look at', 'search', 'investigate', 'find out', Egyptian bːk 'see', 'notice', Western Chadic *bVḳ- 'looking after', 'tending carefully'. Low East Cushitic *beḳ/k- 'observe', 'know', High East Cushitic *bek- 'know', and Omotic *baḳ-/*beḳ- 'see', 'know’derived. From the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *č̣ar- with the meanings 'look' and 'see' Semitic nVṭ_ar- for 'guard' and 'look', Berber *c̣Vr- for 'see', 'look', and Western Chadic *č̣ar- 'guard' derived. From the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *giʔ- with the meanings 'see' and 'look' derived Egyptian ggw 'look', Western Chadic *giʔ- 'look', 'stare at', and Central Chadic *gVH- for 'see' and 'look for'. From the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *naʔ-/*naw-/*nay- with the meaning 'see' derived Berber *(H)innay- 'see', Egyptian nw 'see', Western Chadic *naH- 'see', Central Chadic *nV- 'see', and Low East Cushitic *nay- 'learn'.

2.6.	  Identity of Seeing and Watching
From the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *ḫVyVṭ- with the meanings 'see' and 'watch' derived Semitic *ḫVyVṭ- 'observe' and probably Egyptian ḫty 'see'. From the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *dVgʷVl- with the meanings 'look' and 'see' derived Semitic *dVgVl- 'look', *digl- 'eyesight', 'view', 'sign', and Egyptian dgy (Pyr), dgː (med.) 'see' and 'look'. From the Proto-Afro-Asiatic root *mVrVʔ/ʕ- with the meanings 'see' and 'look' Semitic *ʔVmVr- 'see', Egyptian mːː 'see', Central Chadic *mara 'show', East Chadic *myar- 'look', 'peer', Central Cushitic (Agaw) *mirriʕ- 'look', 'watch', and Low East Cushitic *mariʔ- derived.


III   The Relation Between Culturally Specified Ideologies and Visuality
1.    On Ideologies
The selected words we examine diachronically are semiotic signifiers for signified activities of visuality that later change to other meanings. Visuality as element of cultural settings is received in the channel of vision. Visuality is among the five senses hearing, seeing, smelling, touching, and tasting the strongest sense. It opens a way into ‘higher’forms of human activities in the world such as reading and writing. In an act of recognition what we see is via cognitive capabilities of our brain highly selectively pre-determinated by our former experience. This means we can judge on things we see, when we have previous knowledge about them either trough experience or other ways of knowledge. Among all senses, the visual sense enables us to receive the most information. Visuality here is for us an example of a sensual channel transmitting sensual information. We will examine how in the form of writing a similar conjunction between the visual sense and cognitive activities in several language families exists. Since this conjunction occurs in language families that are independent from each other, we can assume that here a spontaneous ad hoc creation is not the case. 

It would be simple to assume that ideologies black and white distinguishing political systems connotated with dictatorship or political structures that are other than democratic ones. We ask at this place what makes an ideology acceptable to a majority of persons? We assume that the acceptance must rely on a status that is beyond the level of application of reasonable questions and inquiring its ethical impact. We will show that major cateories of vision like to see, to see imaginatively, and to understand play here an important role. While in recent time the field visuality has become an area of academic teaching and research, we assume that a major area of studies in visuality deal with topics we can cover with the term research in ideology. Ideology is a positive and normative social system that approaches its norms from a common ideal perspective and its rules are normative for the society. We will examine the major basic categories of visuality in the European language family and in other non-European language families discussing the shift of connotated meanings within the etymological range of related languages. We will also show the connotated meanings of the visual terms that are somehow related to ideologies.

Major categories of vision referring to different concepts are
1. To See
2. To See Imaginatively    (religion, spirituality)
3. To Understand              (transmission of information) 

The interesting point is that the terminology of visuality is a thesaurus of conditionized ways we "see" something. This "seeing" comprises actually much more than just the activity of visual perception. It comprises activities that are far beyong the circle of the visual perception. We use here the term 'ideology’ with a broad, better said: very broad, meaning, as any framed cultural setting distinguishable from the neighbouring settings and with a common belief system. We assume that the linguistic conditions are expressions of theses ideological positions. In the narrowest literal sense of traditionally used terms we must distinguish between the following fields of research:

Object   Field           Topic                                                                     Status 
Icon     Iconology    Study of visually mediated phenomena                  Research Field
Idea     Ideology      Application of Ideas                                               Not Research Field


3.	  On Visuality as Example of Ideology
For example 'spectare' with the meaninga 'look at' or 'watch' has found its realisations in modern European languages in the expression 'spectacle’for an entertainment show for the mass with a low quality of the performance, but a highly efficiant visual performance and visual effects. The culture of spectacles we can trace back from the Roman gladiator games to the modern circus and wrestling performances. Griffith wrote: "In short, this is a hegemonic-based argument that posits that the spectacle is an instrument of ideology that via images permits the maintenance of social relations without force. Although the sporting examples taken from antiquity are not from capitalist-based societies, it is clear that they were intended to serve an ideological purpose, which revolved around warfare and gender roles." (Griffith). According to Stråth, "ideologies can be seen as cognitive structures with legitimizing functions. There is no principled or very clear demarcation between them and other knowledge structures, although there clearly are differences. In the old understanding ideology was seen in terms of some kind of representation. There was something behind the ideology, and the ideology made this ‘something’reappear. The erosion of the concept of representation during last decades has concurred with the erosion of the concept of ideology. This is not to say that ideologies have disappeared." (Stråth 23). For Stråth "the language of globalization and the ideas of clashes of civilizations are sufficient evidence of the role of ideologies, in the form of master narratives, with totalizing ambitions or pretensions of being the explanation of the world. However, the analysis of ideologies has become much more complex. Instead of taking ideologies as pre-given they must be critically deconstructed and contextualized. Their emergence must be historicized and their appearance must be understood much more in terms of opposition, discontinuities and contradictions, internally as well as externally, than in terms of cohesion and continuity." (Stråth 23). We assume that the specific use of a form of visuality contributes to a specific ideology and also is an expression of a specific ideology in the sense of a commonly shared idea of a community we can find linguistically preserved in related texts. We can conclude that the linguistic tradition within the Indo-Germanic languages determinates the use of specific roots connotated with a specific set of meanings. Considering the process of semiosis as a process of linguistic diachronic shifts resulting in new meanings or mind concepts associated with the word, we can say that specific meanings of words have a certain consistency bound to the etymological roots they come from. A completely new set of meanings associated with a word we can call a new set of meanings of a concept or ideology. The users of the words, in most cases speaking not aware of the etymological roots of the specific words, transmit the encoded meanings of the words. 


IV  Discussion and Conclusions
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